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The Aups Truffle Syndicate
Every year on the first Thursday in December, the truffle growers of
the Var department in southern France gather in a circle on the
small market square to mark the opening of the truffle season.
Some sell straight from the trunk of their car, others set up booths
in sleek black. Kitchen scales are placed, small baskets covered
with a cloth are ready. You don't see any price tags. The syndicate
has been regulating who is allowed to sell here, to whom and at
what price for over 50 years. Aups is the first European truffle
market to be organized and one of three places in France where
truffles are sold direct to end consumers. More and more
prospective buyers fill the marketplace. Everyone seems to be
waiting for a sign. The current kilo price for black winter truffles,
Tuber Melanosporum, is only announced in the opening speech by syndicate boss Philippe de Santos. The
price at the start of the season is 600 euros and could almost double by Christmas. When the black winter
truffle reaches its best aroma, I find out behind closed doors from a truffle grower.

material

Our work is inspired by human encounters and repeated culinary discoveries. Which format do you need? A
report with news value, an entertaining report, a short travel tip or a picture gallery? At the international
photo agency Alamy you can see all the photos by Georg Berg on the subject of truffles / start of the season
in Aups / truffle market / truffle hunt with sniffer dog / truffles being processed / truffles in the kitchen.
Clicking on one of the pictures below will take you directly to the agency picture.

Black truffle, Tuber melanosporum, photos
The Aups truffle market, one of three markets across France where truffles are sold direct to consumers.
Every Thursday morning between December and March. The truffle syndicate determines the current kilo
price every week, checks the quality of the goods and the origin of the black truffle. Hover your cursor over a
photo to see more information.
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Texts on the subject of truffles, black, Tuber
melanosporum
On the subject of black truffle, winter truffle, Tuber Melanosporum, we offer extensive photo material and
texts from a trip at the beginning of the truffle season to the Rhone - Alpes - Cote Azur region in the Var
department in France. The content of the topic can be expanded to include the following aspects:

!"Truffle cultivation (host plant, cycle, truffle cultivation on a plantation)
!"Truffle hunt with fly, dog or pig
!"Culinary aspects (traditional truffle dishes, processing of truffles)
!"Truffles - Visit to a global player on the international truffle market

Angela Berg
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